March Program Announcement:

“Integrated Pest Management:
New Pests and Resources”
By Janice Chumley
Each growing season we encounter new, or new
to us, pests. Sometimes they are unwanted
plants, a plant disease we have not experienced
before or an insect that is feeding on our garden
plants. Often these are pests that occur when the
season is just right but sometimes there are new
introductions to Alaska that we should take note
of, report and
destroy.
Janice’s
presentation
will highlight
March 2018
some of the
PO Box 767 Kenai, Alaska
www.cenpengardenclub.org
new pests to
watch out for
and what to do Free and open to the public; bring a friend!
if you find
them. All this will help you become a “First Detec- Refreshments and sometimes door prizes.
tor” in Alaska. Janice will also bring resources for Date: Tues., March 13, 2018
pest identification to share.
Janice Chumley has volunteered and worked with
the Kenai Peninsula Cooperative Extension Service for over 20 years. As a pest scout and master
gardener, she continues to learn and assist growers
large and small with pest identification and least
toxic control options.

Time: 7pm
Location: Peninsula Grace Brethren Church,
44175 Kalifornsky Beach Road (at mi. 19.5,
across the road from Craig Taylor Equipment)
Soldotna, AK 99669

CPGC membership and general
information available at www.cenpengarden club.org,
on facebook, or by contacting
Renae Wall, cenpengardenclub@gmail.com

February General Program Recap:

interactive calculator is intended as an exploratory tool to help you interpret your soil test results
Balancing Soil Nutrients: Art or for a single soil sample. For more specific recScience?
ommendations, forward your test results to either
by Dr. David Ianson, Soil Conservationist USDA- NRCS or to CES to have their specialists interpret
the results and make recommendations to build
NRCS Kenai Field Office
your soil toward optimum conditions.
We had a good crowd for Dr. David Ianson’s
Thanks Dave for an interesting and informative
presentation on Balancing Soil Nutrients on Febpresentation!
ruary 13.
Perhaps the most important recommendation he
gave was to regularly sample and have your soil
analyzed so that you can improve your soil to accommodate the crops you grow. (See the Cooperative Extension Service publication included in
this newsletter entitled “Soil Sampling” for directions on how to do this.) Different types of crops
will require a soil sample for each area in order to
March Announcements
get the best results for each crop (blueberries and
Soil Test Interpretation Calculator for Alaska Garvegetables, for example).
dens https://www.uaf.edu/ces/districts/kenai/ag/
Whatever soils testing lab you use, be sure you
soilcalc/ - This interactive calculator is intended
ask for an “Alaskan Soils Test”, as that triggers
as an exploratory tool to help you interpret your
testing for factors not included in Lower 48 soil
soil test results for a single soil sample.
analyses.
Sharon Gherman could use a volunteer’s help to
After you mail off your soil test, you’ll receive
contact garden-related businesses on the Peninsuthe results via email. Cooperative Extension Ser- la to offer them the opportunity to place ads in
vice offers an online Soil Test Interpretation Cal- our newsletter. Interested? Email Sharon at sgherculator for Alaska Gardens at https://
man677@gmail.com .
www.uaf.edu/ces/districts/kenai/ag/soilcalc/ . This
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Soil Sampling
Why test your soil?
Unless a specific problem is suspected, the most common reason to sample soil is to determine levels of essential nutrients. Soil samples submitted to a laboratory will be analyzed for macronutrient
(nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium) content as well as pH levels. Knowledge
of current soil nutrient levels, combined with a relative understanding of crop nutrient needs, aids
in developing useful fertilizer recommendations to reach or maintain desired nutrient levels.
Some independent laboratories include nutrient recom- mendations with soil sample results; however, these recommendations are not necessarily appropriate for soil conditions in Alaska. Various
laboratories use dif- ferent soil test methodologies that are often only suited or calibrated for soils
and crops in their area. Location- appropriate recommendations are available from your

district Cooperative Extension Service personnel or from the National Resource Conservation Service.

Why sample correctly?
Only a few tablespoons of the soil sample are used in the lab for the actual analysis, so it is important that the small amount truly represents the area of soil being tested. Soil improvement recommendations are based on the test results, and the accuracy of test results depends on the quality of the sample. If recommendations are made based on an unrepresentative
sample, the crop could suffer in yield and/or appearance and money could be wasted. In addition,
improper fertilization could also have adverse environmental impacts. Proper sampling greatly reduces these risks.

Soil sampling guidelines:
The soil sample that goes to the lab should represent the entire area sampled. The sample
should not be collected from the best part of the
lawn or garden, nor should it come from the
worst part. It should represent the "average" part
of the area being tested. For example, if there is
a small sandy corner of the garden, don’t sample
there, but if half of the garden is sandy, include
soil from both halves.
Areas that are managed separately should be
sampled separately. Lawns, gardens and flower
beds tend to have different management practices; therefore, each area should be sampled
separately. Many gardeners in Alaska use raised
beds, and often each bed has a separate crop or
separate soil properties. When using raised beds
with one type of crop in each, it is important to
sample each bed separately, because the soil
will have different nutrient characteristics with
different crop history. If all raised beds are
treated exactly the same and generally contain
the same crops or else a mixture of crops, it is
sufficient to sample each bed and combine the
soil into one sample for the lab. The general
rule for sampling is that each area should be analyzed separately if it is going to be treated differently. The reason is that each type of crop
will have different nutritional needs and will
leave the soil with different characteristics.

How do you take a soil sample?
There are commercially available soil probes
that al- low many soil samples to be collected
in a short time, but these probes are expensive
and generally not worth the cost for the home
gardener’s occasional use. A clean shovel (or
spade), along with a clean pail and a trowel or
old kitchen knife, is quite adequate for collecting soil samples.

and 4 inches deep for new and established lawns.
Lift out the shovel full of soil, leaving a Dshaped hole in the ground.Take about a 1-inch
slice of soil from the straight, vertical side of the
hole, making sure to keep the
slice as even as possible. The important consideration is to make sure all layers of soil are included in the sample.

With a knife, a trowel, or even by hand
(if the soil is soft), remove both sides of the
slice on the shovel, leaving approximately 1 inch
in the center. The resulting sample will be 1 inch
thick, 1 inch wide and 6 inches long. This is
called a subsample. See the diagram next page.

Place this strip of soil in the clean pail and move
on to the next sample location. For gardens less
than 500 square feet, take at least three subsamples to give an adequate representation of the soil.
For gardens and lawns 500 to 10,000 square feet,
take at least five subsamples. Each subsample
from an area should be added to the pail. Do not
mix subsamples from different areas. For example, the subsamples from the lawn will be mixed
in the same bucket, but will be kept separate from
the subsamples from the garden.

Once all subsamples for an area are placed in the
bucket, break up soil clumps and thoroughly mix
all of the soil together. Once it is mixed, pour
about a pint of soil into a clearly labeled plastic
sample bag and discard the rest of the soil in the
If using a shovel or spade…
pail. Clean out the bucket and utensils if another
Insert the shovel straight into the ground, about 6
area will be sampled.
inches deep for flower and vegetable gardens,

Repeat steps 1 to 5 for each area to be sampled,
making sure to clean the utensils and bucket before sampling the next area.

Processing the samples
It is preferable to dry the soil samples before
sending them to the lab. The samples should be
air-dried within 24 hours, without raising the
temperature above 120°F.
Soil won’t dry in closed plastic bags, so lay out
the samples where they can dry rapidly. Dried
samples can be sent to the lab in plastic bags
(clearly labeled).

sampling the soil every three to five years
should be adequate. If nutri- ent deficiencies or
plant growth problems are observed, it may be a
good idea to sample the soil. Also, if the soil is
particularly sandy or has high gravel content, it
may be necessary to sample every two to three
years since the sandy soils don’t retain nutrients
as securely as do loamy soils.

www.uaf.edu/ce or 1-877-520-5211

Although it is not preferred, samples can be
sent to the lab without drying them; however,
some labs may assess an additional fee for drying them. Moist soil samples must be sent to
the lab in plastic bags. Resealable freezer bags
work well because they are made stronger than
sandwich bags, and tend to have a good labeling area on them.
Fill out the Soil Sample Information Sheet and
the labo- ratory’s test request forms and send
the soil to the lab of your choice (see Extension
publication FGV-00045, Fac- tors to Consider
in Selecting a Soil Testing Laboratory).

When (and how often) do I sample?
Collecting soil samples in the fall allows the entire winter for time to receive the test results
and recommendations and to find the best prices
for the fertilizer materials. The soil can also be
sampled in the spring; however, spring sampling leaves much less time to organize and initiate the recommended fertilizer program.
Do not collect soil samples when the soil is
very muddy or after lime or nutrients have
been added since these would give errors in
the recommendations.
Once a lawn or garden has been established,

Stephen Brown, Extension Faculty, Agriculture and Horticulture. Originally prepared by Wayne Vandre, former Extension
Horticulture Specialist.

Your Ad Could Be Here!
Call Sharon Gherman
at 907-750-1760

Will’s Ramble

I used to drive activity buses for the school district
and would spend hours sitting on a bus waiting for
Government Dole
sporting events to end. All kinds of people would
come by and quite often the conversation would
Well, as some of you know I have exited the work- turn to gardening. You have to be careful about
ing class of “working poor” and become a person
what you say, it could come back to haunt you.
totally on the government dole as some of the political types call us. Actually, I just could not do that Interestingly, one of the things that people ask
about is “what variety of tomatoes, cucumbers and
full time, so I started volunteering at the hospital.
the like” do I plant? This is a complex question. I
Now, some of you are saying, “what does this have get a large number of catalogs each winter. This
to do with gardening?” Well let me try to explain. year I went so far as to create an Excel spreadsheet
I volunteer two days of the week so there is a two- with varieties down the side and suppliers across
part explanation.
the top. It gets more complex but you get the idea.
On Fridays, I make the coffee and take thermoses
In listing seeds and prices, I have found that differaround the hospital to refreshment stations. In this
ent companies list the same seeds by different
process, I create used coffee grounds that in the
names. So, if you ask what variety of seed I use,
past were sent to the garbage. I asked if I could set- unless we agree on which company catalog to use, I
up a recycle plan for these grounds. Now the
cannot answer such a question. Also, most of the
grounds, twice a week, are brought home to be
time, I cannot remember what variety I ordered – ‘it
mixed with my “Paca Poo”. This has cut down,
is a red beet.’
just a little on the amount of garbage headed for the
land fill. I have provided two buckets that I rotate Speaking of seeds, I worked with Don Thompson
the other day and he had a great way of saving
twice per week. This has caused no one, except
seeds for future plantings. I always have leftover
me, any additional work.
seeds as I do not plant large amounts of any variety.
In the past the “Paca Poo compost” has tested too
Do you know how many tomato plants you can get
high in P and K. I am hoping that that by adding
out of one packet of seed from a big box store?
“bulk” to the compost the numbers will be brought Don places the extra seeds and a description of the
down. More green manure will be needed, but it is seeds in a Ziploc bag, leaving the bag unzipped.
a start. Green manure in Alaska, this time of year, He then places the Ziploc into a vacuum sealing
is hard to come by.
bag and vacuum seals that bag. The resulting vacuum sealed bag is then stored in a cool, dark place.
On Mondays, I am at one of the hospital entrance
The seeds are protected from too much moisture
desks. My job is to greet people coming into the
buildings and assist them if needed. What it really and light and they don’t dry out. The Zip loc bag is
comes down to is talking to people about all kinds necessary in the operation: have you ever tried to
of things. I was surprised by the number of people clean up seeds that have been sucked into a vacuum
sealer?
who want to talk about gardening.
The first day I was on the desk, a high school coach
from Homer came up to me and told me that I had
given him a great idea for raising carrots. He said
that I had told him to raise them in buckets. He
said it really worked. I do not remember the coach
or the conversation, but it sounds good.

Now, if I could just remember to empty the coffee
grounds into the compost bin before they become a
block of textured dark brown solid that will not
thaw until June. Iced coffee anyone?

from the Internet at www.GardenandGreenhouse.net

Organic Gardening on a Budget
By Nick Frazer
Organic gardening by its very nature is much less expensive than gardening with the use of chemical
fertilizers and pesticides etc. Many of the tips to follow involve the use of free or low cost organic
methods.
Start from Seed
Growing vegetables and flowers from seeds can save money in the organic
garden. Start with heirloom, or other non-hybrid seeds, so that you can save
seeds of flowers and vegetables from one season to the next with the resulting offspring having the same genetics as the parent plants.

Save on Seed Starting Supplies
Use free seed starting containers like cardboard egg cartons or make them from newspaper by wrapping paper around a jar, removing and folding the excess paper at the top inwards. Place the newspaper pots in a tray so they will support each other. The best thing is that you can plant the whole newspaper pots and they will decompose quickly. Commercial seed starting mix is expensive and not necessary. You can make your own mix by sifting compost through a fine screen. Rather than using expensive warming mats for starting heat loving seeds, place your trays on the top of a refrigerator or
freezer until sprouts appear.
Start Plants from Cuttings
Many plants can be started from cuttings, so it pays to learn about this technique as a free way to add
new plants to your garden and landscape.
Free Compost
Some municipalities have large scale composting operations for organic
debris. Call your public waste department and ask if the offer free compost to homeowners. They may even deliver, if you will take a large
quantity.
Free Compost Bin
Compost bins are not necessary, and you can produce quality compost with
a pile, but a bin can be a more attractive alternative. Call shipping warehouses in your area and ask if they have any damaged pallets that you can
have. Use baling wire to wire three pallets together and use a fourth pallet
wired in an easily removable fashion for one side.

Free Manure
Contact local stables, or your local zoo, and ask if they have manure that you could pick up. If the
manure is fresh (hot), you will need to compost it before using it in the garden. Add it to your compost pit along with other dry brown organic matter.
Free Fertilizer
Grass clippings are high in nitrogen and great for composting and se in the garden. A one-inch coating of clippings can be worked into the top few inches of garden soil. Then mulch with a one-inch
layer. When adding grass clippings to your compost pile it is best to spread them out first to dry in the
sun. This keeps them from clumping and smelling in the pile.
Free Mulch
Contact utility companies and tree maintenance companies and ask if they can drop off some chipped bark
when they are in your area. They are generally happy to
help because it saves them a trip to the dump. One caution is that there are some trees and bushes that have
negative qualities for using as mulch. A couple of examples are Oleanders and Eucalyptus trees. Many tree
maintenance companies have trained arborists on staff
that may have knowledge of such plants that are grown
in your area. You can also call your county extension office for advice. Let them know that you will be using the
mulch in a garden and don’t want mulch from the undesirable trees.
Save Newspaper
Newspaper has many uses in the garden. A few layers can be placed on the ground of beds and covered
with a thin layer of mulch to help suppress weed
growth. When shredded, it can be composted or
used as bedding in worm bins. As mentioned above,
it can be fashioned into useful seed starting containers. A few layers in the bottom of planting containers and hanging baskets can slow down drainage to
allow soil more time to become moist when watering, and keep soil from washing out.
Newspaper can even be used for preserving and ripening tomatoes. Near the end of the tomato’s normal growing season, pick tomatoes as soon as they are blush pink, and then wrap them individually
in a sheet of newspaper. Place them in a box, and store it in a warm spot. The tomatoes will ripen
slowly, providing fresh produce well into autumn.

Save on Gardening Containers
Anything that can hold soil can be used as a planting container. Use your imagination. Things like old tool boxes, wheelbarrows, wagons, even an old
boot can be used. The appearance of containers can be changed with paint.
Special paints are available for metal, wood and even plastic. Make sure to
drill holes inn containers for proper drainage. Some plants need to be grown
in large containers. For containers that are deeper than the intended plants
need, fill the bottom of the container with aluminum cans in order to use less
potting soil.
Buy Quality Tools
Quality is much more important than quantity when it comes to tools. Quality tools can be found second hand and will last for a long time. Consider what tools are really necessary in the garden. You
can generally get by just fine with only a handful of useful tools.
Do Not Buy Stakes, Trellises, Cages or Ties
For sturdy custom stakes for climbing vines any pole can be used. Consider recycling items like curtain rods, hangers, or even things like sunflower stalks from last season’s garden. Old hangers can be
bent and connected together into many shapes to fashion tomato cages, trellises, stakes and bean
poles. Cut strips of old clothing to use as plant ties.
Use a Kiddy Pool
Hard plastic kiddy pools come in several sizes, are inexpensive,
and have some great garden uses. For transporting and moving
mulch, manure and other garden debris, drill two holes near the
top on one side and connect a strong rope. The bottom of the pool
slides well and this makes for a great pull container for moving
things in the garden. It can easily be dumped over on a compost
pile or other area for unloading. These pools also make great potato planters. Drill several drainage holes in the bottom and place
potato starts on the bottom of the pool. Cover with a layer of compost, and as plants grow, continue to add layers of mulch until it reaches the top of the pool.
Join a Garden Club
This can be a great way to meet people, get free information and find out about great gardening deals.
Save Water
Saving water is not just a way to save money; it is also a responsible use of our natural resources.
Consider drought-resistant plants for part of your garden and landscape. Install and inexpensive drip
irrigation system. You will use less water and keep your garden consistently watered with less leaching of soil nutrients. If you live in a rainy climate, install rain barrels under drain spouts to harvest
great water for your garden. My grandmother used to even use a large bucket in her sink to wash
dishes. Then she would let the soapy water cool and pour it over plants prone to pests in her garden.

Grow Perennials
Perennials are the gift that keeps on giving. There are even some great edible perennial varieties.
Each season perennials can be divided to make more plants; these also make good gifts to give to
gardening friends, or to trade for other plants.
Practice Edible Landscaping
Many flowers are multi-purpose plants being both beautiful and edible,
giving you more bang for your buck. Examples include bachelor’s buttons, violas, calendula, pansies, and roses. Other plants and flowers can
do double duty by attracting beneficial insects or attractive winged beauties. Yarrow, alyssum, fennel, cumin, and coriander are plants with this
characteristic.
Grow Useful Vegetables
It is easy to get carried away when planting your vegetable garden and end up with too many of some
vegetables and some that your family does not prefer to eat. Consider how much of a particular vegetable or fruit you need for your family’s consumption as well as a little extra to share or trade with
family and friends. Consider succession planting and storage methods to extend the usefulness of
your harvest. Do not plant vegetables in your garden that are available in season at your local market,
high quality and inexpensive. With proper seed storage, seeds can be saved for several seasons. Rather than planting more than you need or planting things close and then thinning, plant just what you
need with the proper spacing to begin with. Empty spaces where seeds did not germinate can be filled
with helpful companion plants.
Best results can be had from concentrating on easy to grow and /or heavy producers. In the vegetable
garden, climbing peas, tomatoes, beans and squash tend to provide more produce than their bush
equivalents. If you are limited in space, growing these plants vertically can be very successful. In addition, plants like zucchini are notorious for their yields. Trade with neighbors for food you didn’t
grow. Make sure to get varieties that are suited to your climate. Consider including the following
easy-to-grow vegetables in your garden: radishes, squash, carrots, lettuces and other greens, peas, onions, garlic and tomatoes. Assorted herbs make great companion plants for vegetables, are easy to
grow and are useful in the kitchen.
Can or Freeze
Learn how and what can be canned or frozen from your garden. This can lessen
garden waste and help you extend the usefulness of your harvest.

By applying these tips, you can have a beautiful and productive organic garden
without breaking the bank.

Grow Microgreens While the Snow Flies
By Sharon Gherman, CPGC Newsletter Editor
While I was taking pictures last month for the February newsletter tour of my sister’s greenhouse, she said to me, “If you
want something interesting for your newsletter, you should go
next door and visit with my neighbor Brenda. She’s a brandnew gardener and has gotten into microgreens in a big way.” I
was intrigued and finagled myself an invitation next door.
Brenda Moore says she and her husband Phil had always divided the household chores – he handled everything outdoors
(including the yard and gardening), and she was responsible
for everything indoors. Then Brenda and Phil built a house
next door to my sister in Cody, Wyoming. Cathy is a Master Gardener and has a beautiful yard and
garden, and she and Brenda struck up a friendship that started Brenda’s interest in gardening.
Brenda’s interest turned to growing microgreens because she says over her lifetime she knows she
hasn’t been good at eating vegetables. When she discovered that studies were showing a higher concentration of nutrients in microgreens than in full-grown vegetables, she started reading everything
she could find on microgreens and watching YouTube videos to learn how to grow them. She’s the
type of person that jumps in with both feet when she gets interested in a subject!

What Are Microgreens?
Microgreens are tiny edible plants, usually vegetable garden plants,
that are grown in quantity and harvested while they are still juvenile
plants. They are grown in a medium like soil or a hydroponic grow
pad and are usually grown and harvested at about 10 days, which is
usually 7 or 8 days past the sprout stage. They are grown in trays
and can be grown right on your kitchen counter-top or outdoors on a
porch or patio. They are used in salads, sandwiches, slaws, soups
and garnishes.

Microgreens Contain Concentrated Nutrients
In a study reported on WebMD, researchers found microgreens like red cabbage, cilantro, and radish
contain up to 40 times higher levels of vital nutrients than their mature counterparts.
Although nutritional claims about microgreens abound on the Internet, this study is the first scientific
evaluation of their nutritional content. Researchers say they were astonished by the results.
“The microgreens were four- to 40-fold more concentrated with nutrients than their mature counterparts,” says researcher Qin Wang, PhD, assistant professor at the University of Maryland in College
Park. “When we first got the results we had to rush to double and triple check them.”

For example, red cabbage microgreens had 40 times more vitamin E and six times more vitamin C than
mature red cabbage. Cilantro microgreens had three times more beta-carotene than mature cilantro.

Growing Microgreens Under Light
Here’s how Brenda grows her microgreens: She starts with food-grade
poly bread proofing trays, which she found online. These trays are deeper
than the traditional black seed trays and have no holes in the bottom. She
cuts several bamboo sticks to spread out in the bottom, which will hold
the coir pads the seeds are grown on up out of any water that collects on
the bottom of the tray.
Brenda bought coconut coir pad in a large roll and cuts the growing pads to fit
her trays – I believe hers were about 5” x 7” each, and she uses 4 pads per pan.
One challenge she encountered was cutting the coir roll into pads. Since regular scissors work poorly to cut the fibrous pad and dull quickly, she asked several other microgreen growers for recommendations and was introduced to the
Zip Snip. It makes cutting the coir simple and quick.
Once pads are fitted to the pan, she soaks each pad for several minutes in alkaline water – 5.5 – 6.5 ph is best for microgreens. She said she had to test her
well water and searched online under “How to Make Alkaline Water” to determine the best way to bring her water to the right ph. (Using baking soda is one
way.)

After the coir is soaked, she spreads the seed thickly on top of the pad and places the coir pad back in the pan. She cautions to remember to label each pan before planting, because it’s easy to lose track of what each pan holds. Each pan
is set on top of a growing tray heating pad with LED light strips above them.
She’s found the stainless steel shelving units to work well to hold her trays of
microgreens, and found an economical 4000-lumen white LED double strip that
she places one per shelf on her aluminum rack.
Until the seeds sprout, she likes to cover the pan with a sheet of
foam, which keeps the light out and the moisture in. Once the
seeds begin to sprout, she removes the foam and begins spraying
the seeds regularly with alkaline water in a spray bottle. The
whole setup fits easily at the end of her kitchen counter in the
dining room of her house.

Where to Buy Microgreen Seed and Supplies
Brenda buys her microgreen seeds from TrueLeafMarket.com,
where you can find seeds, equipment and videos on growing different types of microgreens.

How Do They Taste?
As I sampled the taste of several of the seeds, I was intrigued: the mustard green had a bit of familiar
‘bite’ at the end, and several of the other greens had a mild, pleasant taste similar to the taste of their
mature vegetable. I decided this will be a great way to keep fresh greens and lots of nutrition in my
kitchen during the winter, and will be an excellent off-season use of my plant lights. I can use them in
soups, stews, in wraps and salads…

Recycling…
When Brenda found out I have chickens, she said, “Oh! If
you have chickens, after you harvest the microgreens, throw
the coir pad out into their coop. They’ll scratch the pads
apart going after the seeds and remaining root, and the pad
fragments will compost right along with the chicken manure
and bedding.” How’s that for a nice side benefit?!

I’m Planting Fruit Trees – So How Long Until I Harvest Fruit?
If you’re planting fruit trees, you might be interested in how long it will take to reap your first harvest. Most fruit tree transplants are one to two years old when we receive them. This chart of average
first fruit, is calculated from the time you transplant the tree into your orchard, not the full age of the
tree.
Thanks to Stark Brothers Nurseries and Orchard for the following chart:
Average Years to Fruit
Fruit Tree Type

Years to Fruit

Apple Trees

2-5 years

Apricot Trees

2-5 years

Banana Plants

2-3 years

Cherry Trees (sour)

3-5 years

Cherry Trees (sweet)

4-7 years

Citrus Trees

1-2 years

Fig Trees

1-2 years

Mulberry Trees

2-3 years

Nectarine Trees

2-4 years

Olive Trees

2-3 years

Pawpaw Trees

5-7 years

Peach Trees

2-4 years

Pear Trees

4-6 years

Persimmon Trees

3-4 years

Plum Trees

3-6 years

Pomegranate Trees

2-3 years

“The best time to plant a fruit tree is 20 years ago; the next best time is now.” Chinese proverb
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